Abstract. Mechanical engineering is the profession in which knowledge of the mathematical and natural sciences. The concept for matrix Fourier multipliers concerning bivariate tight multi-wavelet frames is introduced in this paper. Based on matrix theory, a sufficient and necessary condition for a matrix-valued function, which becomes matrix Fourier multipliers for bivariate tight multi-wavelet frames is provided. The existence of bivariate Gabor frames with compact support is discussed. Sufficient conditions for irregular bivariate Gabor system to be frames are presented by means of frame multiresolution analysis and paraunitary vector filter bank theory.
Introduction and fundamentals
The frame theory plays an important role in the modern time-frequency analysis.It has been de -veloped very fast over the last twenty years, especially in the context of wavelets and Gabor systems. In her celebrated paper [1] . Mechanical engineering is the second largest and one of the oldest disciplines; broadest of all engineering disciplines. Mechanical engineers apply the principles of mechanics and energy to the design of machines and devices: Energy and Motion. Overall foundation: mathema -tics physics, chemistry, biology, analysis skills, communication skills, computation skills.To study some deep problems in nonharmonic Fourier series, Duffin and Schaeffer [2] introdu -ce the notion of frames for a separable Hilbert space in 1952. Basically, Duffin and Schaeffer abs -tracted the fundam -ental notion of Gabor for studying signal processing [3] . These ideas did not se -em to generate much general interest outside of nonharmonic Fourier series however (see Young's [4] ) until the landmark paper of Daubechies, Grossmann, and Meyer [5] in 1986. After this ground breaking work, the theory of frames began to be more widely studied both in theory and in applicat -ons [6-8], such as signal processing, image processing, data compression and sampling theory. The notion of frame multiresolution analysis (FMRA) as described by [6] generalizes the notion of multi -resolution analysis (MRA) by allowing non-ex act affine frames. However, subspaccs at different resolutions in a FMRA are still generated by a fra -me formed by translares and dilates of a single biv-ariate function. Inspired by [5] and [7] , we intro -duce the norion of a generalized bivariate multiresolution structure (GBMS) of . We demonstrate that the generalized bivariate multire solution structure has a pyramid decom position scheme and obiain a frame-like decomposition based on such a GBMS. It also lead to new constructions of affine of . Since the majority of informa tion is multidimensional information, many researchers interest themselves in the investigation into bivariate wavelet theory. The classical method for constructing multi-variate wavelets is that separa-ble bivariate wavelets may be obtained by means of the tensor product of some univariate wavelet frames. It is significant to investigate nonseparable multivariate wavelet frames. The concept for matrix Fourier multipliers concern-ing bivariate tight multi-wavelet frames is introduced in this paper. Based on matrix theory, a sufficient and necessary condition for a matrix -valued function, which becomes matrix Fourier multipliers for bivariate tight multi-wavelet frames is provided. Lots of constructive examples are also presented.
Let W be a separable Hilbert space and L is an index set. We recall that a sequence {: 
Characterization of generalized multiresolution structure
To characterize such a GMS, we first introduce the concept of an pseudoframes and tight frames. 
Define an analysis operator
and define another operator
Theorem 1 [5] . Let { } TfvZ Î forms an affine pseudoframe for 0 V with respect to °2 {} va vZ Tf Î . Proposition 1 [5] . Let { } 
